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Abstract--In this paper, we propose an adaptive fuzzy 
control traffic shaping scheme based on leaky bucket in order 
to solve the traffic congestion problem over wireless networks. 
It is found that backpressure algorithm is suitable for low 
traffic and, it prevents buffer overflows. When buffer exceeds 
the upper threshold, the source receives a backpressure signal 
and, it   pauses  sending frames until it receives a signal from 
the same server. In  backoff time using leaky bucket over traffic 
shaping mechanism, it is  suitable for high traffic, Backoff time 
computations are widely used in order to avoid the impact on 
the network performance whenever the increment of the 
offered load arises. The fluctuation of offered load will cause 
the congestion at waiting room. We propose a fuzzy control 
backpressure and backoff time in traffic shaping that aims at 
detecting violations in parameter negotiation. We evaluate and 
compare the performance of fuzzy backpressure and backoff 
time in traffic shaping schemes. The studied approaches are     
fuzzy backpressure and exponential backoff time (FBE), 
backpressure in leaky bucket (BP), and exponential backoff 
time (EB). The performance of fuzzy control backpressure and 
backoff time has been investigated through fluctuations in 
telecommunication traffic streams (burst/silent type). 
Simulation results show that on wireless frames, the fuzzy logic 
control scheme helps to improve the performance in traffic 
shaping schemes much better than conventional   backpressure 
algorithm and exponential backoff time. This has been verified 
by testing   various types of burst/silence traffic. 

 

In most wireless networks, if a network device receives 
more frames than it can forward, the device buffer is said to 
have backlog. When the buffer is full, the device will begin 
to drop frames. This may lead to congestion fall down 
which will occur when multiple frame streams use part of 
the network resources and are then dropped. Subsequent 
retransmissions will use up more network resources thereby 
resulting in degraded   throughput.  

 
Keywords—Backpressure, exponential backoff time, fuzzy  
control, congestion, traffic shaping. 

I. INTRODUCTION 
 

While the term wireless network may strictly be used to 
refer to any kind of network that is wireless, the term is 
mostly used to refer to a telecommunication network 
incorporating interconnections between stations which are 
implemented without the use of wires or similar conductive 
media. Wireless networks are based on the IEEE 802.11 
standards. A basic wireless network consists of multiple 
stations communicating with radios devices that broadcast or 
receive in either the 2.4GHz or 5GHz bands. 

A disadvantage of wireless networks in comparison to 
wired networks is their generally lower efficiency and 
dynamic nature of the environment.  Wireless systems have 
limited bandwidth, high packet overheads, and are more 
prone to interferences due to environmental factors such as 
obstructions, interference, from sources such as weather and 
movement of the devices. It is well recognized that the 
wireless medium (air) is much harder to control than a 
physical media which is either conductive or optical.  

An alternative approach is to perform hop-by-hop flow 
control, or backpressure at every link. Hop-by-hop flow 
control combines two mechanisms. The first is a strict 
portioning of the available buffer space among active flows, 
and selective backpressure on a per flow basis. The second is 
fair queuing to all resources shared by flows within a single 
network device. The result is twofold: frames are never 
dropped due to congestion within the network, and the 
available bandwidth is fairly divided up among all competing 
active flows. With no contention for priorities, each flow has 
access to the entire bandwidth on each link; but when there is 
contention, each flow obtains a fair share of the 
bandwidth[1][3][4]. 
An another approaches is Backoff computation whereby 
each source will delay the message whenever the 
transmission to the next service fails. Backoff algorithms 
have introduced a variety of other techniques such as 
exponential backoff, random backoff, linear backoff and 
quadratic backoff as described in many papers [2],[5],[6].  

In this paper, we apply fuzzy control backpressure and 
backoff time in traffic shaping concepts to the management 
of network queues and we also  evaluate the performance 
base on wireless network model. There are many previous 
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studies involving backpressure [1],[3] and exponential 
backoff time [2], however  fuzzy control backpressure and 
bakoff time  has not been reported before. We therefore 
carried out a study on the performance comparison between 
fuzzy control backpressure and exponential backoff time 
verses the traditional backpressure and exponential backoff 
time  in wireless network. 

The paper is organized as follows. In section 2, an 
overview of the most significant traffic shaping schemes and 
backpressure algorithm already proposed in literature is 
given. Section 3 defines the model of a fuzzy backpressure 
and exponential backoff time in traffic policing schemes.  
Section 4 defines the simulation model and section 5 
contains a performance evaluation of the proposed solution 
and comparison between the fuzzy backpressure and backoff 
time (FBE), backpressure scheme (BP) and exponential 
backoff time (EB). In section 6, the conclusions and 
recommendations for future research are presented. 

II.  DESCRIPTION AND MODELING OF TRAFFIC POLICING 
Traffic shaping aims to control the smooth rate of traffic 

sent or received on an interface during the entire active 
phase. It must operate in real time. The proposed 
mechanisms    are described in the following sections. 
 
A. Requirement for shaping mechanism 

Traffic shaping mechanism systems are designed to  
monitor traffic parameters such as  peak rates as shown in  
Figure. 1. When an arriving frame is detected as being in 
excess of the receiving system capacity, the network monitor 
can mark the frame as non-conforming frames. The traffic 
shaping mechanism system intends to smooth traffic 
connections by compromising the performance of other 
connections, and significantly improves the quality of 
service(QoS). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
   Figure. 1 Traffic shaping   mechanism 
 

Traffic shaping mechanism system allows us to ensure that 
there is a smooth rate of traffic data sent during the active 
phase and it can be operated in real time. The mechanisms 
proposed are described in the following sections. 

 
B. Traffic source models 

In our simulation, the traffic source model is based on 
Burst/Silence traffic stream.   Burst-periods and Silence-
periods are strictly alternating as described in [7]. 

 
 

 
 

                                               Δ 
 

 

 

burst                silence    

 

Figure.  2  The  burst/silence traffic model used in this study 
 

In our simulation, a burst traffic stream from a single source is 
modeled as a burst/silence traffic stream. The burst/silence ratio is 
strictly alternating. The number of packets per burst is assumed to 
have a geometric distribution with mean E[X]; the duration of the 
silence phases is assumed to be distributed according to a negative-
exponential distribution with mean E[S]; and inter-packet arrival 
time during a burst is given by Δ. With 

α-1 =E[X] x Δ, and 
                 β 1 =E[S]            
 
C.   Traffic shaping mechanism system 

The Leaky Bucket Mechanism 
The wireless network must provide a large bandwidth and  

maintain the quality of service (QoS) guarantees. The Leaky 
Bucket (LB) mechanism (see Figure. 2) ensures that the 
source traffic does not exceed the negotiated rate.  The 
bucket-size can be represented as a buffer with capacity N. If 
the buffer is filled up with frames until it is overflowing, 
then the frames are non-conforming.  The server operates at 
a specific data rate, R. This form Leaky Bucket mechanism 
is commonly used for traffic control in high-speed networks 
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      Figure. 3   Leaky bucket mechanism 
 

 D. Backpressure algorithm 
With backpressure algorithm, it works like XON /XOFF 

techniques with an objective to prevent buffer overflows and 
transient congestion in the network. Congestion control is 
invoked by triggering XON/XOFF flow control messages.  
The XOFF flow control message is sent to the upstream 
when buffer exceeds the upper threshold.  When a server 
receives an XOFF signal, it will paused sending frames until 
it received an XON signal from the same server or until the 
time in XOFF message expired.  The XON signal is 
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triggered when the buffer at the congested server has 
descended below the lower threshold. 

 
 
 
 
   0          50      54      65          75             100 Mbps    

So         L              M               H                    

When frames arrive at the server’s buffer, the 
backpressure algorithm is activated.  If the queue is not full 
and is below the threshold, the server then send a message to 
the source hob so that it can  double the transmission rate 
and  the frame is transmitted without delay.  If the buffer 
exceeds the upper threshold, then the destination hop sends a 
message to the source hop so that it will reduce transmission 
rate to half. 
The Backpressure algorithm is illustrated with the pseudo 
code as follows. 
 
//The Backpressure Algorithm 
//The goal is to provide flow control at every link. If the  
//buffer exceeds the upper threshold then the destination 
//hop sends the message to source hop and reduce to 
//half transmission rate. 
 
Start_Check : 
   IF simulation  time reached MAX THEN  GOTO Stop 
         ELSE { 
 
                 IF  QDESTN      <     QTHRESHOLD  

  

 THEN    send feedback message and source   
increases   input  rate to double  

                        GOTO Start_Check 
 

ELSE    send feedback and source  decreases   
input rate to half  

                       GOTO Start_Check  
                        } 
      Stop: 

 
 

III. FUZZY CONTROL PRIOR BUFFER 
 

In this section, we will first describe a new fuzzy control 
traffic shaping which meets the requirements of performance 
implementation of wireless network. Concepts of fuzzy sets, 
fuzzy logic, and fuzzy logic control can be found in [8],[9].  
A. Regulator input fuzzification:  

Input variables are transformed into fuzzy set 
(fuzzification) and manipulated by a collection of IF-THEN 
fuzzy rules, assembled in what is known as the fuzzy 
inference engine, as shown in figure below. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure. 4   Membership function of SO input variable 
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 BP                            EB 

         50             54    Mbps 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
          Figure. 5  Membership function of S output variable  

Inference,Fuzzy Rules and Defuzzification  
Fuzzy sets are involved only in rule premises. Rules               

consequences are crisp functions of the output variables. 
There is no separate defuzzification step. Based on our 
defined measurement input variables and their membership 
functions, the fuzzy system is described by three fuzzy IF-
THEN rules, each of which locally represents a linear input-
output relation for the regulator.  Figure 6 shows the fuzzy 
rules used in the experiment. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
IF   So is Low (L)    THEN    S is BP 
IF   So is Medium (M) THEN    S is EB 
IF   So is High (H)       THEN    S is EB 

  Figure. 6 The fuzzy rules 
 
Figure 4 and 5 respectively show the membership functions 
of the linguistic values the input variables So and the output 
variables S. Figure 5 illustrates that when the source traffic is  
lower than  54 Mbps and the membership function is less 
than 0.5, backpressure scheme is applied..  If Analysis of the 
fuzzy system rules (Figure 6) shows that if the source is very 
low or low then traffic uses backpressure. On the other hand, 
if source is above medium then maximum waiting time in 
queue uses backoff schemes.  

In our models, fuzzy backpressure in backoff scheme uses 
a set of rules as show in Figure. 4,5 and 6. The selection of 
rules base is based on our experience and beliefs on how 
the system should behave. Input traffics comprise of  burst 
traffic stream (burst/silent stream) to fluctuate the wireless 
network  can now be controlled by a fuzzy controller. 

VI. SIMULATION MODEL 
The simulation model is shown in Figure 6. It consists of a 

link processor, which transmits frames into the link and a 
finite buffer to hold frames. Frame arrival process is random 
and the inter-arrival time between frames follow a particular 
distribution function. Furthermore, the arriving frame is 
given to the link leaky bucket. If low traffic, we apply 
backpressure algorithm and buffer uses a first-in-first-out 
(FIFO) order discipline then middle traffic or high traffic, we 
apply exponential bakcoff time in buffer  . The link 
processor is never idle when there has been a frame waiting 
in the buffer. 
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Figure 7  below shows the simulation model used in this 
paper. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

          

 
 Figure. 7   Simulation model of fuzzy control traffic shaping for wireless   
network. 

A. Input traffic  
This research confines the discussion to main data only. 

Data source are generally bursty in nature whereas voice and 
video sources can be continuous or bursty, depending on the 
compression and coding techniques used . 
B.  Characteristics of queuing network model 

There are three components with certain characteristics 
that must be examined before the simulation models are 
developed. 

1) Arrival characteristics 
The pattern of arrivals input traffic mostly is characterized 

to be Poisson arrival processes. The probability of the inter-
arrival time between event t, is defined by the inter-arrival 
time probability density function (pdf). The following 
formula give the resulting probability density function (pdf), 
which the inter-arrival time t is larger than some value x 
when the average arrival rate is λ events per second:  
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In this paper, we adopt the ON/OFF bursty model [4]. 

2) Service facility characteristics 
In this paper, service times are randomly distributed by the 

exponential probability distribution. This is a mathematically 
convenient assumption if arrival rates are Poisson 
distributed. In order to examine the traffic congestion at 
output of wireless  (54Mbps) [10], the service time in the 
simulation model is specified by the speed of output link, 
giving that a service time is 42.65  µs per frame where the 
frame size is 2346 bytes[11]. 

3) Source traffic descriptor  
The source traffic descriptor is the subset of traffic 

parameters requested by the source (user), which 

characterizes the traffic that will (or should) be submitted 
during the connection. The relation of each traffic parameter 
used in the simulation model is defined below.   

Outputbufferinput Fuzzy 
Control 

High 
Non-conforming packets 

EB 
BP Low

PFR(peak frame rate)= λa = 1/T in units of labels/second, 
where T is the minimum inter-frame spacing in seconds. This 
research focuses on:  
                     PFR = λa = 20 Mbps 
          Hence, T=117.30 μsec. 

V.  RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 
The comparison between fuzzy control backpressure and 

backoff time (FBE), traditional backpressure (BP) and 
exponential backoff time (EB) in traffic shaping scheme is 
shown in figures below. 
A. The comparison between fuzzy control backpressure and 
exponential backoff, traditional backpressure   and 
exponential backoff 

This section describes the simulation results from the 
fuzzy control backpressure and backoff time, traditional 
backpressure, and, exponential backoff time in traffic 
shaping. They are illustrated as FBE, BP and EB and their 
performance are compared. The input frame rate are varied 
from 0 Mbps to 100 Mbps with  burst/silence ratio of 
100:100. The simulation results is shown in Figure 8. It 
clearly determines that the FBE scheme is the best in term of 
throughput guarantee. Throughput is one of the determining 
factors of QoS in order to help guarantee higher reliability 
and better network performance. In this study, the results 
show that the FBE may assure higher reliability to handle 
real time applications such as multimedia traffics as 
compared to other mechanisms.  

Figure 9 compares with Figure 8 illustrates that FBE will 
produce low non-conforming frames compared to EB but  a 
little higher than the BP scheme. In other words, we can help 
conserve the conforming frames by reducing number of non-
conforming frames. A regular network may cause a poor 
QoS by higher non-conforming. So, FBE is suitable for real 
time traffic.  

In Figure 10, the result determines that the utilization of 
the EB scheme is the lowest. From this viewpoint, the 
processing unit will be available for other sources in terms of 
sharing. The result is in the line of low processing power 
required by EB because EB produces less conforming frames 
and higher non-conforming frames. Both FBF, and BP result 
higher in utilization factor but the figure does not go beyond 
the saturated point (as high as 61%) It is because FBE 
scheme makes more conforming frames as well as higher 
number in successful retries. 
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                   Figure. 8 illustrates conforming frames comparison between 
fuzzy control backpressure and exponential backoff, traditional backpressure   
and exponential backoff   with burst: silence =100:100.  
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                   Figure. 9 illustrates non-conforming frames comparison between 
fuzzy control backpressure and exponential backoff, traditional backpressure   
and exponential backoff   with burst: silence =100:100.  
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                   Figure. 10 illustrates the utilization comparison between  fuzzy 
control backpressure and exponential backoff, traditional backpressure   and 
exponential backoff  with burst: silence =100:100.  
 
VI. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE 

RESEARCH 
In this paper, we carried out a comparative study to 

investigate the performance of fuzzy control backpressure 
and exponential backoff time,   backpressure schemes and 
exponential backoff time in traffic shaping with fixed types 
of traffic. The study was accomplished through simulation 
after developing an analytical queuing model. 

We found that based on simulation results in general, the 
fuzzy control backpressure and exponential backoff time in 
traffic shaping   scheme is the best in terms of maximizing 
the number of conforming frame, less  non-conforming 
frame and utilization. Only in the case that the backpressure 
scheme does not have non-conforming frame in low traffic 
but high traffic, backpressure scheme occurs bandwidth 
contention.  It is also believed that fuzzy control 
backpressure and exponential backoff time in traffic shaping  
is suitable for data and multimedia.  

In the future work, we will focus on the investigation of 
fuzzy control queuing system and deplete rate with traffic 
shaping.  
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